The Splosion series
encompasses nine
slipcast stoneware
objects. Inspired by
Cubism and origami,
the pieces explore
the boundaries
between function
and sculpture. The
aesthetic language
seeks a poetic
dichotomy between
the vessel and its
contents. Pictured
from the left are
Vase 1 & 2, Sprat,
and GeKo.

Splosion

As counterpoint to a culture
of intended obsolescence,
Jeremy Alden designs objects
with intrinsic value; products,
art pieces and environments
that transcend function and
strike universal chords. His
work nurtures the inherent
structure and beauty of the
materials that he shapes.

Concepts

Creative exploration
led to the diverse
conceptual designs
shown here:
a table setting, a
collapsible stool, a
handbag, a folding
adult tricycle and
a lamp made from
plumbing products
and acrylic rods.

J Alden Design is dedicated to
provocative and innovative
creations with work ranging
from internationally distributed
products to commissioned
designs for private and public
collections.

jaldendesign@hotmail.com

“GLAD TO REPORT THAT WE WILL BE LAUNCHING
YOUR PROJECT AT THE NEW YORK GIFT SHOW!”
PAUL ROWAN
CO-FOUNDER
UMBRA

Dishy Fish

Conceived as a faux
marketing campaign,
Dishy Fish is an acclaimed
success. Adding fun to
bath time for children,
or providing levity for
adults, the fish is an ironic
twist on the standard
soap dish. The flexible
skeleton curves to fit the
profile of sinks as well as
easing cleaning. Available
internationally from
Umbra (as Wishbone).

Product

The Martola stool melds
classical feminine beauty
with the minimalist lines
of the martini glass to
achieve a bold and
sensuous form. Designed
to elevate and accentuate
the occupant, the chair is
a sweeping pedestal. The
form defines an upright
posture conducive to
enjoying a martini
whether sitting on or
leaning against the stool.

“Mr. Alden began the chair on
an educated guess that it would
support his weight.
“When asked, he took a seat
and smiled, which, as a designer, was all Mr. Alden needed
to say.

Seismic

This San Francisco
inspired collection
provides safe storage
for fragile possessions.
Combining broad
tapered frames with
innovative interior
storage systems, the
collection epitomizes
functional beauty. The
fine china cabinet,
pictured right, utilizes
top-loading wool
accordion pockets for
each piece of china.
This allows for
convenient access
while protecting the
dishes during earthquakes. The liquor
cabinet, left, includes
wine, liquor, and
stemware storage.

Martola

“Truly original thinking on the
145,000-squarefoot floor of
the fair stood out like candle
flames, dwarfed by the business of contemporary furniture
but alive and incandescent with
ideas. Jeremy Alden, who has
just graduated from the Pratt
Institute in Brooklyn, was there
with his 50 Dozen chair, which
was built from 600 yellow
pencils glued together. Nothing
else. It looked fragile and as
finely figured as bamboo in its
detailed form, as elegant as a
Regency side chair.

William Hamilton
The New York Times
May 19, 2005

“I LOVE THIS CHAIR.”
DR. DAVID CURRY
SENIOR CURATOR
BALTIMORE MUSEUM OF ART

50 Dozen

The 50 Dozen chair
re-contextualizes the
iconic Ticonderoga #2
pencil. Emphasizing the
beauty and function of an
ordinary object through
repetition and pattern,
the chair explores
concepts of nostalgia
and perceived risk. It
combines cultural associations, minimal lines, and
600 pencils to achieve an
evocative chair.

Furniture

RidgeGate Parkway bridge
Ava ceramic candlestick
Martola bar stool

Select Exhibitions & Press:
Baltimore Museum of Art
Permanent collection
The New York Times
O at Home

Cirrus

Balancing the power
and beauty of Earth and
sky, Cirrus celebrates
these elements in a
captivating piece for
the year-long SEAT
exhibition at Fort
Mason in San Francisco.
Concepts of time and
change overlay the
work as it investigates
dualities through
materials and form.

Max Lang Gallery
New York

Jules Seltzer Associates
Los Angeles
Metropolitan Home
Details in Architecture, vol. 5
Metropolis
Felissimo
New York

Bras en Couronne

Named for the French
Fifth position in ballet,
the sculpture abstracts
concepts of dance, the
female form and time.
The aesthetic language
melds angular masculine
facets into a feminine
gestalt embroidered with
the delicate rhythm of
copper tacks. Both
majestic and elegant,
Bras en Couronne evokes
enchantment, jubilance
and asylum.

The World of Interiors

Sienese Shredder, vol. 3
FL!PP
San Francisco
SEAT Exhibition
Fort Mason, San Francisco
The Bakery
San Diego
San Francisco Chronicle

“PHENOMENAL. I AM EXTREMELY IMPRESSED”
NATHAN STOLL
CO-FOUNDER
AARDVARK

Frederick

To celebrate a
milestone, an
edition of small
bronze sculptures
was commissioned
for distribution
to investors and
staff. Based on
the company logo,
the sculpture is
pensive, quizzical
and unassuming:
an extension of the
company’s ethos.

Sculpture

I am motivated to reveal the
intrinsic nature of the materials
that I shape.

I look to innovation as an
answer to social, technological
and environmental issues.

Transformations

I believe designers must
understand their materials: not
only the physical properties
but the cultural, historical, and
social references.

Recognizing the
potential of existing
buildings is key (left
to right): The new
marquee planned for
the Warfield Theater
as part of an exterior
identity program, a
major renovation to
the kitchen of a 1904
house, and the updating of the master bath
in a 1890’s home in
San Francisco.

Sonoma Coast House

This 1,100 square foot
house was designed
as a weekend family
retreat on the Sonoma
coast. Planned for
a bluff overlooking
the Pacific Ocean,
the architectural
form responds to the
power of wind and
waves. The ground
floor is dedicated to
family gatherings and
utilizes an open floor
plan to integrate living and dining areas
with the kitchen. Two
bedrooms and a design
studio are located on
the second floor, highlighted by panoramic
views from the master
bedroom.

Parkway Bridge

Composed as part of a
family of infrastructure
projects, the bridge
defines and connects two
open spaces within the
development. Each side of
the structure consists of
five splayed radial walls.
This footprint offers an
expanded visual presence
for future corner developments while providing
additional space for social
and commercial activities.

“ROCK ON. THIS LOOKS GREAT”
DAVID ADDINGTON
OWNER
WARFIELD THEATER

Architecture

